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HARNESSING THE POWER OF MACHINE LEARNING TO
UNDERSTAND THE HUMAN BRAIN.
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IMPORTANCE OF ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY 
DISORDER

• One of the most frequent neuropsychiatric diagnoses during childhood.

• It is estimated that at least one child in every classroom could be diagnosed [1].

• Individuals with ADHD may experience difficulties with education, personal relationships, self-esteem, 
and quality of life [2]

• According to DSM–IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994), there are three main clinical forms of
ADHD: inattentive, hyperactive/impulsive, and combined.
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SUMMARY OF THIS PROJECT.

1. Obtain EEG signals from the HBN dataset.

2. Build 46 data process pipelines (Experiments)

3. Rank every experiment using a test dataset.

4. Select the best two experiments.

5. Research how these two experiments make prediction.

6. Apply statistical tests to develop formal propositions.
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HEALTHY 
BRAIN 

NETWORK 
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2.BUILD 46 DATA PROCESS PIPELINES (EXPERIMENTS)

Spatial clustering 11 Spatial clustering 20Raw signal 111 channelsExperimental Space
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BEST TWO 
EXPERIMENTS

ID-2 Prediction Distrubution

ID-44 Prediction Distrubution
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GENERAL TRAINING STRATEGY

ID-2 ID-44
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ID-44 
EXPERIMENT

.

Statistically significant electrodes. Histogram activation map comparison.

schematic representation
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ID-2 EXPERIMENT

K means clustering selection.

Statistically significant 
clustered areas.
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COMPARISON ID-44, ID-2

Confusion matrices on test subjects. from left to right: 
consensus predictions, ID-44 no consensus and ID-2 no 
consensus. In general, 93% of the test subjects were correctly 

classified by either ID-44 or ID-2.

Rejected null Hypotheses. Dependency between experiment 
prediction and ADHD sub-types. We also tested, 
sexdependency and secondary diagnosis-dependency. For 
none of them we could reject the null hypothesis.
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SUMMARY ID-2

• P.1 . The activation maps used by ID-44(M L tech : Resnet18) are different for predicting ADHD-
Combined Type and No diagnosis giving. Histogram comparison.

• P.2. ID-44 is suitable for detecting ADHD-Combined Type and Hyperactive. A subject predicted with 
probability 0.63± 0.08 Is likely to be ADHD-Combined Type. A subject predicted with probability 0.74 ±
0.198 is likely to be ADHD-Hyperactive Type. Subjects with a predicted probability of 0.32 ± 0.12 
are likely to be Healthy.

• P.3. ADHD subjects exhibit symmetrical over activation on general frontal region, with localized over 
activation on temporal region. Additionally, alpha times beta symmetrical over activation of frontal and 
parietal area, with localized temporal region.
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• P.4: ID-2 is suitable for detecting ADHD-Combined Type and ADHD-Inattentive. A subject predicted with 
probability 0.55±0.02 is likely to be ADHD-Combined Type. A subject predicted with probability 0.59 ±
0.09 is likely to be ADHD-Inattentive Type. A subject predicted with probability 0.43 ± 0.05 is likely to be 
Healthy. 95% confidence level.

• P.5: ADHD subjects exhibit similarity under activation of frontal lobe in delta power band. asymmetrical 
over activation of theta in frontal, central and temporal regions. See significance tested features from 
subject of XGB most importance features.

SUMMARY ID-44
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CONCLUSION.

• We proposed a diagnosis pipeline for ADHD using machine 
learning. Using experiment ID-44 in combination with ID-2, a 
profile of the subject can be constructed for further treatment 
and evaluation. Similarity prediction network suggest that some 
subjects (closely-spaced nodes) exhibit ADHD traits on both 
spatial relative. alpha-beta interaction, and clustered region 
delta-theta interaction. On the other hand, further apart nodes 
offer the opportunity to treat the patient on a pure spatial alpha 
and beta, directed treatment. We suggest the latter given that 
the p-value of predictions of ID-44 (0.0008) is smaller than that of 
ID-2 (0.001). Consensus among the ID-44 and ID-2 experiments 
was obtained on 57% of the test subjects.

• In both experiments, the prediction distribution did not show 
enough statistical evidence to suggest a dependency on age or 
sex. In the case of ADHD subtypes and secondary diagnosis, we 
believe there are not enough samples to conclude the 
dependency.

Similarity network of predictions True Class Healthy (Blue) and ADHD (Red). A pair of connected nodes 
represent a single subject, the distance is proportional to the 10-binned prediction difference (mean:2.30, 
standard deviation:1.44). It only includes test-subjects predicted in the same class by ID-44 and ID-2. 
There are a total of 49 subjects and the mean 10-binned prediction difference on subject classified in 
different classes by ID-44 and ID-2 is 4.37 with standard deviation of 1.83.
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